
Aurora End: The Epic Conclusion to Amie
Kaufman and Jay Kristoff's Aurora Cycle

Aurora End is the highly anticipated to the Aurora Cycle, a thrilling space
opera series by Amie Kaufman and Jay Kristoff. This epic tale follows the
journey of Aurora, a young woman who wakes up from cryosleep 190 years
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after her spaceship was destroyed. With the help of a ragtag crew of
misfits, Aurora must uncover the secrets of her past and find her place in a
universe that has moved on without her.

Aurora End picks up right where Aurora Rising and Aurora Burning left off.
Aurora and her crew are on the run from the tyrannical Squadron 312, who
are determined to capture Aurora and use her unique abilities for their own
evil purposes. As Aurora and her friends race across the galaxy, they must
face their own demons and come to terms with the choices they have
made.
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The Aurora Cycle is a masterfully crafted space opera that is full of action,
adventure, and heart. Kaufman and Kristoff have created a rich and
immersive world that is filled with unforgettable characters and thrilling
twists and turns. Aurora End is a must-read for fans of the series and for
anyone who loves a good space opera.

Praise for the Aurora Cycle

"A thrilling space opera with a diverse and unforgettable cast of characters.
Kaufman and Kristoff have created a world that is both exciting and
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thought-provoking." - Booklist

"A fast-paced and action-packed space opera that will keep readers on the
edge of their seats. Kaufman and Kristoff have a gift for creating characters
that are both relatable and complex." - Publishers Weekly

"A must-read for fans of space opera and young adult fiction. Kaufman and
Kristoff have written a thrilling and unforgettable story that will stay with
readers long after they finish reading it." - Kirkus Reviews

About the Authors

Amie Kaufman is an American author who has written more than 20 books
for children and young adults. She is best known for the Illuminae Files
trilogy, which she co-wrote with Jay Kristoff.

Jay Kristoff is an Australian author who has written more than 10 books
for children and young adults. He is best known for the Nevernight
Chronicle trilogy and the Aurora Cycle series, which he co-wrote with Amie
Kaufman.

Free Download Your Copy of Aurora End Today

Aurora End is available now in hardcover, paperback, and ebook
formats. Free Download your copy today and experience the epic to
the Aurora Cycle series.

Free Download Aurora End on Our Book Library

Free Download Aurora End on Barnes & Noble



Free Download Aurora End on Bookshop.org
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Uncover the Hidden Power in Everyday Life In today's interconnected
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